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Digitalisation and on line publication of the written heritage therefore seems simultaneously an attempt to make cultural goods accessible to everyone in the manner of enlightenment, and a conservative move to save the canonised culture. What is ironic in the latter aspect is that the transcription into the new medium means now to use a much less durable carrier. It is astonishing to see how fast digital data carriers age. Do you remember those 18" flexible floppy discs or zip drives? They are unreadable now, since nobody has hardwear for them. And something similar can be said about the formats. 1 The problem of endurance does not seem so obvious with on line publication, but that is only because of the false impression of the net's immateriality, since the data are still carried by physically existing tools, which are not eternal at all.
Nevertheless some people think that digitisation is the only way to conserve the cultural heritage. A major scholar in my country, who was a pioneer of using computer techniques in literary research and text edition, is propagating now a plan that the "whole" Hungarian cultural heritage should be digitised in a portable format and every member of the national community should be given a copy. All the Hungarian books along with an "international minimum" should be in the pocket of every Hungarian. As it seems, a collection of national textual heritage was originally an intellectual challenge for information technology. In the second half of the 1990s the team inevitably created the collection development policies:
"the MEK collects resources concerning Hungary or the Central European And I have found it in 5 other journals in November 1898. As for the other journals, the differences are not so important, since given the copyright situation of then Hungary journals could take and publish the introduction even without letting the author know, and they might have thought that We can see that this text exists in at least four different versions, and it is too easy to say that the last one is the final and most important version. Each version has its own context and its own right for existence, and therefore it seems unfair to canonize only one of them and to exile the others into footnotes (as critical editions usually do) or into nothingness (as internet publications tend to do). Digitised publication theoretically offers various opportunities to make readers realise the simultaneity of variations. Limits of print costs or the physical limits of a book cannot prevent us from publishing all the variants near each other, or to make variant shifts possible at every place where they differ.
Nevertheless I personally had to make a compromise, since MEK authorities stuck to a concept of accessibility. Accessibility, of course, is a very important concept to make the life of handicapped people easier, and in my country it is especially important. In the period of communism public buildings, restaurants, underground stations, even streets and buses were designed as if everybody was young and fit. After the revolution of 1989 accessibility slowly became an issue of politics, and the general view of the Hungarian cities is changing. Internet accessibility, however, is a bit different. The argument says that an online publication should be designed a way that also blind people could have access to it.
They cannot see the screen, to be sure. But they can listen to loud reading, which should be therefore completely linear. If the loud reading leads someone into the maze of variants, the blind will be lost. Internet accessibility therefore requires rather monolithic texts and linear proceedings.
I cannot help regarding this concept a pretext to reinvent a very conservative type of reading and text presentation, and to turn back to all the ways internet reading and surfing undermine traditional hierarchical reading habits. My online publications of Mikszáth's late journalism became therefore also conservative. I put the list of variants in endnotes.
The variants, the multiplicity of text variations is presented, nevertheless there is a main text, i.e., an offer of a single canonical version at the top of the hierarchy. And those interested in the comparison of variations must work hard to understand the situation, although a computer could make it rather easy for them.
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